 ARE YOU READY FOR SOME FLAG FOOTBALL????

WELCOME TO THE 4th ANNUAL NEXT LEVEL FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE. WE ARE WELCOMING AGES 5-10 YEARS OLD AS OF SEPTEMBER 1st. AGE DIVISIONS ARE SEPERATED INTO 6u/8u/10u. WE ARE EXCITED WELCOMING MULTIPLE TOWNS JOINING THE ORGANIZATION THIS SEASON. ALL INFORMATION IS LOCATED ON FLAG FOOTBALL PACKET BELOW.
Next Level Sports Youth Flag Football

2020 Registration Packet

We are proud to announce that Next Level Sports is hosting our 5th Annual Fall Youth Flag Football League. We will be offering 3 different age divisions. Age divisions will be 6u / 8u / 10u. Whatever age your child is on September 1st of this current year, that will be the division they play in. Next Level Football has partnered with OT SPORTS & ENTERTAINMENT on running a league with multiple towns to see different competition and represent their communities. Next Level Football is here to give your child an opportunity to play at a competitive level, learn the game, AND TO HAVE FUN. Below we will do a Q&A for the most frequent questions asked.

**Q: How does the league work?**

**A:** Every kid will register with Next Level Sports to be apart of the program. Once registrations are closed, all kids will go through an evaluation period from the volunteer coaches that will be coaching this season. This allows the coaches to see the talents of the kids. Once we are done with evaluations, we will go into a SNAKE Draft to select teams among League Directors and Coaches.

**Q: When will practices and games be?**

**A:** As for practices, we are allowing the coaches to make that decision. But you will be notified ASAP when decision is made. Depending on age will be the amount of practices during the week. Older they are, the more they do. 6u we try to keep it easy and short.

As for games. It varies on what is going on. There could be possibilities where you can play some during the week or on Saturday like normal. If a game is played during the week, we try to keep it on a normal practice day, so you do not have to give up another day during the week. But also understand sometimes with weather or unexpected things that come up it could be moved around. Schedules will be made before season starts, so you can make plans for your athletes’ games.

**Q: How much is it to play?**

**A:** It is $85 to play in the league. Your athlete will receive a uniform, flags, mouthpiece, coaching, a place to practice, game play, official fees, and equipment needed. IF YOU CAN’T AFFORD TO PLAY OR NEED OTHER ARRANGEMENTS PLEASE CONTACT SONNY WILSON
Q: What is the roster format for each division?
A:
6u – Plays 5on5 Flag for league play
8u – Plays 8on8 Flag for league play
10u – Plays 8on8 Flag for league play.
(If there isn’t enough kids or teams in 8 on 8 then we will break it up to 5on5 to make more teams.)

Q: When does registrations start and end?
A:
Start: July 6th
Ends: August 14th
You can register online and pay @ www.nextlevelsportstx.com

Q: When is Evaluation Day and Coaches meeting?
A:
August 16th (Sunday) 4pm - @ Next Level Facility – 1801 CR 258 Bertram Texas 78605
• Parent meeting will be after evaluation day.
• Coaches meeting/draft will be directly after parent meeting.

Q: Can I request a certain coach for my kid to have or not have?
A: Yes, but there will be another form that you will need to fill out explaining why. Please understand that there could be a possibility that your request may be denied. As a program, we will work extremely hard to help everyone we can, but understanding we have to balance teams even as possible for league play. We will KNOW if someone or somebody is trying to STACK a team. That is why we will offer the select team option if you are interested.
OTHER NOTES:

PARENTS PLEASE KNOW THAT YOUR ATHLETE COULD BE ASKED TO PLAY EXTRA FOOTBALL. HERE AT NEXT LEVEL, WE HAVE OPPORTUNITIES TO PLAY HIGHER LEVEL FOOTBALL AGAINST FROM OTHER COMMUNITIES ACROSS THE STATE SUCH AS AUSTIN, STEPHENVILLE, SAN ANGELO, WACO AND MORE. THIS IS A TEAM THAT WILL REQUIRE MORE TRAVEL, AND MORE TIME COMMITMENT. IF YOU ARE ASKED, YOU CAN DECLINE THE OFFER. ALL PLAYERS WILL BE SELECTED AND ASKED BY THE DIRECTOR OF THE LEAGUE.

OUR MISSION IS TO GET THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS. WE WANT TO STAY LOCAL AND PLAY AGAINST EACH OTHER AND GET BETTER. ALSO, THERE ARE OPTIONS TO PLAY HIGHER LEVEL COMPETITION AND FOR THOSE THAT NEED MORE PUSH, THEN WE HAVE THAT OPTION. (THIS IS MORE OF A SELECT TEAM)

IF YOU ARE SELECTED AND ACCEPT, THERE WILL BE A METTING WITH INFO ON THIS. TBA ON THAT DATE AND TIME